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Introduction 

Face plays an important role in social 
communication. Face biometric itself is used in many 
applications like security, forensic and other 
commercial applications. Similarly facial expressions 
are the fastest means of communication, while 
conveying any type of information. Face recognition 
are preliminary steps to wide variety of applications 
such as personal identification and video surveillance 
system. In this digital world detecting human 
identification in digitized images enhance video 
indexing and retrieval systems, security access 
controls and now-a-days is becoming a very 
important task in many applications. 1Problem that 
surfaced with the implementation of face recognition 
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systems is the fact that the use of facial databases 
invades the privacy of people and, if not properly 
secured, may also leak certain information about 
these individuals to unauthorized people. Aside from 
these, researchers have also been dealing with the 
problem of varying illumination between trained and 
actual images. Certain studies show that the 
difference in illumination affects the efficacy of face 
recognition systems. Also, the angle of rotation of 
the human face is also one factor that still requires 
further study since most face recognition systems 
limit the angle of rotation of their subjects’ faces to 
either just facing the camera directly or having only a 
slight difference from it. A system designed for 
analyzing facial actions automatically through a 
human computer interaction, is called Automatic 
Facial Expression Recognition System (AFERS). The 
robust 

AFER system can be applied in many areas of science 
such as emotion detection, clinical psychology and 
pain assessment.  

Abstract 

Human face recognition is a very active area for research in the field of image processing. It is used to 
prevent many crimes and helps to provide public security. Since then, the rapid development of 
technology and the commercialization of technological achievements, face detection became more 
popular. One of the challenges in face recognition systems is to recognize faces around different poses 
and illuminations. 

In this paper, an Automatic Facial Expression Recognition System (AFERS) has been proposed. The 
proposed method has three stages: (a) face detection, (b) feature extraction and (c) facial expression 
recognition. The first phase of face detection involves skin color detection using YCbCr color model, 
lighting compensation for getting uniformity on face and morphological operations for retaining the 
required face portion. The output of the first phase is used for extracting facial features like eyes, nose, 
and mouth using AAM (Active Appearance Model) method. The third stage, automatic facial expression 
recognition, involves simple Euclidean Distance method. In this method, the Euclidean distance between 
the feature points of the training images and that of the query image is compared. Based on minimum 
Euclidean distance, output image expression is decided.  
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There are three major steps in an AFERS; 

1. To detect the face from the given input image or 
video, 

2. To extract the facial features like eyes, nose, mouth 
from the detected face and 

3. To classify the facial expressions into different 
classes like Happy, Angry, Sad, Fear, Disgust, and 
Surprise.  

Face Detection 

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of the System 

The face detection block, categorizes the variation of 
colors in the input image and derives the area 
occupied by the faces in this image. When the 
positions of the faces were detected, certain features 
will be extracted from them which will be done in the 
second block. The extracted features will be 
represented in numerical form that will serve as the 
input of the third block. The output of the third block 
is also a numeric value. Because of this a last block is 
used as an interpreter between the user and the 
system to determine the identity of the person 
detected by the system.  

Skin Color Detection 

The human skin colour tone is totally different from 
the colour of many other objects and for this 
particular reason the statistical measurements of this 
area are very important for face detection. Skin color 
can be considered as a good feature for detecting 
human face. Since color allows fast processing and is 
highly robust to geometric variations of face pattern, 

skin color has proven to be a useful and robust cue 
for face detection, localization and tracking. Image 
content filtering, content aware video compression 
and image color balancing applications can also 
benefit from automatic detection of skin in the 
images. YCbCr is used in JPEG image compression 
and MPEG video compression. In the YCbCr color 
space, Y component represents the luminance 
information; Cr component represents the red 
chrominance information; Cb component represents 
the blue chrominance information. One advantage of 
using these color spaces is that most video media 
are already encoded using these color spaces. 
Transforming from RGB into any of these spaces is a 
straight forward linear transformation as given 
below:  

 

Figure 2: YCbCr Color model 

Proposed Research Methodology 

Face recognition has become a popular area of 
research in computer vision, typically in network 
security systems and access control systems. But, it is 
also useful in other multimedia information 
processing areas.  

Convert RGB images to grayscale 

For many applications of image processing, color 
information doesn't help us identify important edges 
or other features. But there's an exceptions if we 
need to identify object of known hue, for example: 
we need to recognize an orange fruit in front of the 
green leaves, then the color information could be 
useful. If we don't need color, then we can consider it 
noise. The result of this stage is no color in the image 
but only degrees of gray. 
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Figure 3: RGB image to Grayscale image 

Lighting Compensation  

Many times there are large variations in the real 
colors of skin in an image, since the skin color is 
often affected by light in the image. Lighting 
compensation algorithm is used for to make color 
correction in color image. 

R' = R'* [R/ K average] ……….. (1) 

C' = c'* [C /K average] ………… (2) 

 

The R G and B are the amount of stimulus of red, 
green and blue respectively in the recorded scenery. 
Raverage, Gaverage & Baverage are the average of each 
color channel.  

Feature Extraction Using AAM Method  

Image-based methods have been applied in many 
areas of facial computing. Incorporates both shape 
and texture information from facial images is the 
Active Appearance Model (AAM) method. The 
cropped image is then used for feature extraction 
using AAM method.  

 

Figure 4: Cropped images taken for Feature 
Extraction 

Facial Expression Classification 

Expression Recognition using Euclidean Distance 
method  

In this method, the database consists of training data 
sets and testing data sets of images. For one 
particular subject, the training and testing data sets 
consist of images of different expressions like 
Neutral, Happy, Sad, Anger, Fear, Disgust, and 
Surprise.  

E.D. =sqrt[(x1-x2)2+(y1-y2)2]…………(3) 

Where, (xl, yI) and (x2, y2) are the co-ordinates of 
points on training and testing images respectively. 

The training image for which, the Euclidean Distance 
of the test image is minimum, is given as the output 
image expression. 

 

Figure 6: Result for Sad Expression 

 

Figure 7: Result for Angry Expression 

Future Scope 

The proposed work can be further extended by 
increasing the number of different expressions other 
than the six universal expressions anger, fear, disgust, 
joy, surprise, sadness. The system can be improved 
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by using a wider training set so as to cover a wider 
range of poses and cases of low quality of images. 

Conclusion 

The system plays a communicative role in 
interpersonal relations because they can reveal the 
affective state, cognitive activity, personality, 
intention and psychological state of a person. The 
proposed system consists of three modules. The face 
detection module is based on image segmentation 
technique where the given image is converted into a 
binary image and further used for face detection. 
Among different color models like RGB, YCbCr, HSI 
etc., YCbCr is convenient for the robust images. AAM 
(Active Appearance Model) method incorporates 
both shape and texture information from facial 
images, so it is found to be convenient for feature 
extraction. For expression recognition, Euclidean 
distance method is useful for static images and 
requires a large amount of manual work. 
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